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INTRODUCTION

Orogenic areas have always drawn attention of geologists, geomorphologists
and geophysicists,  due to both high amplitudes  of up]ift during the neotectonic
period  and  high  energetic  potential  of recent morphogenetic  processes.  How-
ever,   the  recent  endodynamics   of  geomorphic  processes  has  hardly  been
considered.  Except seismicity and volcanism, the global and regional biosphere
programs focus mainly on the studies of exogenic processes. The Alpine orogen
of Southern  Europe  has  served  for a long  time  as  a  test area for  geotectonic,
geomorphological and geodynamic studies of different type. Moreover, it is one
of the best geodetically studied regions of the world, for which a set of regional
and  national  maps  of recent  geodynamics  has  been  published  (Lilienberg
1969,1980;  Lilienberg   and  Mattskova   1970).  AIl  this  makes  it possible  to
describe  some  features  and  tendencies  of recent movements.

GENERAL  TENDENCIES

Recent  GPS  measurements  have  shown  that  the  Alpine  orogenic  belt  of
Southern  Europe  is  under  transversal  compression,  as  a  result  of plate  collision.
Horizontal  motions  play  the  leading  role  in  endodynamics  of  morphostructura]
development,  and vertical movements are derivatives of the horizontal ones. The
rates of horizontal displacements are here between 3 and 7 cm/yr; those of vertica]
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motions being one order of magnitude sma]ler. Another regularity is the block-type
character  of morphostructures which  is  reflected  in the  pattern  of recent vertical
movements.  Plicative  deformations are of local character,  on]y. Active fau]t zones
are  marked  by  high  gradients  of  displacements  (up  to  crn/yrftm)  and  produce
a  wide  spectrum  of kinematic  forms.  The  dynamics  of the  complicated  mosaic
of morphostructures of different age and type is sometimes inherited from neotec-
tonic,  Pleistocene and Holocene epochs; more frequent]y,  however,  it is superim-
posed upon older structural pattern due to fairly recent morphogenetic processes
(Lilienberg   1983,   1988,   1994).   Repeated  levelling  suweys  reveal  that  vertical
movements  change  their  sense,  showing  quasi-periodicity  of  1,  2-3,  5-7,   10-15,
30-35,  50+50,  100-120  ys,  reflecting  the  dynamics  of changeable  lateral  stresses
in  the  Earth's  crust and  Lipper mantle.  Hence,  the  spatial  and  tempora] variations
of  recent  movements  are  c'onnected  with  both  the  discretness  of  the  crusta]
structure  and  osci]latory character of geodynamic  processes.

The  pattem of recent vertical movements  shows  that the orogenic  belt of
Southem  Europe  reveals  increasing  intensity and  contrast from the west to the
east,   i.e.   from   the  Alps   to  Caucasus  and   the   Caspian  Sea  (Fig.   1).   Mutual
relationships between geodynamics and morphostructural differentiation are of
complicated  charac[er,  showing  different  levels,  types  and  rates  in  individual
parts  c>f  the  pla[e  co]lision  zones  (Lilienberg   1983,1985).

ALPINE  MOUNTAIN  SYSTEM

The  area in  question  is  characterized  by moderate vertical movements  of
intensities   simi]ar  to  those   of  the   "platform  type"   (Fig.   2;   cf.   also  Fourni-

q u e t   1977;  J e a n r i c h a r d  1975; L i 1 i e n b e r g  1983). According to the Austrian,
Swiss and  ltalian levelling  data,  the  inner zone of the Alps  is  subjected to uplift
of  1-2  mm/yr  and  more  (Fig.  2),  whereas  its  eastern  par[  displays  rates  up  to
3-4 mm/yr, as shown by Yugoslavian geodetic data. Therefore, different pattems
of  mobility  of  individual  nappes  and  su[ure  zones,  like  that  of  lvrea,  can  be
singled  out.  The  outer  zone  of  the  Alps  shows  smaller  rates  of  uplift  (up  to
1    mm/yr);   whereas   the   westem   termination   of   the   Alps,   influenced   by
geodynamics of the Ligurian depressions (F o u rn i quet  1977), is characterized
by block-type pattern of movements: Avignon depression -0.7 to -1  mm/yr, Aix
graben  -0.4  to  -0.8  mm/yr,  Moure  horst  0.4  to  0.7  mm/yr.

CARPATHIAN  AND  BALKAN  MOUNTAIN  SYSTEMS

This  region  is  characterized  by  another  sty]e  and  level  of  geodynamic

processes  (Lilienberg   1968,1969,1983;  Map  1973,1979).  Moderate  vertica]
movements (3 to 5 mm/yr), showing some blok-type differentiation, are typical.
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Fig.  2.  Geological  cross  profile  and  vertical  movements  across  Central  Alpes
and  Lesser  Carpathians  (mm/yr)

Ryc.  2.  Przekrój  geologiczny  oraz  ruchy  pionowe  w Alpach  Centra]nych
i  Małych  Karpatach  (mm/rok)

The  Western  Carpathian  domain  is  influenced  by  weak  subsidence  of  the
Upper  Danube  Depression  (-1  to  -2  mm/yr),  the  Outer  (Po]ish)  Carpathians
show weak uplift (up to 1  mm/yr), the Centra] Carpathians are being moderately
uplifted  (up  to  2  mm/yr),  whereas  the  Eastern  and  Southern  Carpathians  are
rapidly  rising  (3-5  mm/yr).  The  Fore-Carpathian  and  Trans-Carpathian  basins
display weak subsidence. Along the Olt river va]Iey, where Vrancea earthquakes
do  occur,  recent extension along fau]ts  is  noted.  It is remarkable  that after the
Vrancea 1977 earthquake, the uplift rates in the Eastern and Southern Carpathians
increased  sharply up  to  8-10  mm/yr.

Repeated triangulation surveys in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Ukraine

point  to  horizontal  shift  of  the  Carpathians  towards  the  north  and  north-east,
proceeding  at  rates  of s  to  10  mm/yr  (in  the  Lipnik test  area  even  15  mm/yr),
reflecting  recent  thrusting  onto  the  Carpathian  Foredeep  (Somov  e/  o/.1983;
Vyskoćil   1984).  The West Carpathians are  moving away from the  Bohemian
Massif.   Some   structures   (Magura  Nappe,  Vyhorlat-Hutin  volcanic   ridge,   and
otheis)  are  moving  to  the  north;  the  rate  of  extension  in  the  Pieniny  Klippen
Belt  zone  being  c.  9  mm/yr.  In  the  East  Carpathians,  the  inner  zone  is  being
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thrust  upon  the  outer  zone  at  a  rate  of 2.5  cm/yr,  the  right-lateral  component
of movement attaining 9 mm/yr. The rates of horizontal displacements obtained
by  classical  geodetic  methods  are  lower  than  those  inferred  from  the  GPS
measurements  (2-5  mm/yr).

The  Upper  Danube  Depression  subsides  at a rate  of 2-3  mm/yr,  showing
some minor block movements. For the Middle Danube Depression the alternation
of weak  subsidence  (-0.5  mm/yr)  and weak uplift  (1  mm/yr)  zones  is  typical.
The  same  holds  true  for  the  Lower  Danube  Depression.  The  latitudinal  sector
of the Danube river coincides with a regional fault which subdivides the Moesian
plate  into  two blocks:  the  subsiding  Romanian  depression  (-1  mm/yr)  and  the
rising  North  Bulgarian  plate  (1-1.5  mm/yr).

Fig.  3.  Spatial  and  time  variations  of vertical  movements  of eastern  portion  of Po  depression

(North  ltaly)  in  mm/yr

Ryc.  3.  Przestrzenne  i  czasowe  zróżnicowanie  ruchów  pionowych  we  wschodniej  części  Niziny
Padańskiej  (północne  Włochy)  w  mm/rok
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The  Dinarides  show  variable  geodynamic  regime.  The  horizontal  push
of  the  Adria  microplate  results  in  alternation  of  diagonally  oriented  zones
of uplift (2-3 mm/yr) and subsidence  (1-2 mm/yr; in the Shkoder depression
even -5  mm/yr).

Repeated levelling in the  1963 Skopje earthquake epicentral zone revealed
oscillatory  and  wave-like  pattern  of  vertical  movements  (Lilienberg    1968,
1969,1985).  The  levelling  during  the  1921-1956 yrs  registered  weakly differen-
tiated movements (Fig. 7), whereas in the period of 1956-1964 the differentiation
sharply  increased,  from  -7  to   +3  mm/yr.  The  most  contrasting  movements
were observed  in the Skopje depression, where the destroying earthquake did
occur.  In  1964-1967  the  amplitudes  of movements  diminished,  but  the  wave
of contrasting  motions was  shifted  eastwards  to  the  Uroshevats  depression.  In
1967-1972, a new wave of contrasting movements appeared again on the west.
Hence,  a  passage  of waves  of veilical  movements  from  the  west  to  the  east
can  be  inferred,  including  morphostructural  blocks  100-120  km  in  diameter.
Analogous spatial and temporal variations have been encountered in the eastem
part  of the  Po  Plain,  Northern  ltaly  (Fig.  3).

Generally  speaking,  the  reconstruction  of  kinematics  of vertical  move-
ments  in  the  Balkan  Peninsula  is  sŁrongly  connected  with  the  activization
of  recent  seismicity  (Lilienberg   1983,1985).  Such  an  activization  is  also
typical  for  the  southern  crystalline  massifs  (Serbo-Macedonian,  Pelagonian,
Pirin,  Rodope;  5-6  mm/yr)  which  are  surrounded  by  mobile  depressions  of
the  Adriatic  and  Aegean  Seas.

CRIMEA  MOUNTAINS

The  suture  structures  of  the  Crimea  Mountains  were  formed  as  a  result
of underthrusting  of the  Black Sea microplate under the  Eurasian  Plate,  and  at
present are under compressional regime (81 a g o v o 1 i n Ć?f cz/.  1975; L i ] i e n b e r g
and  Somov  1994).  Repeated  level]ing  in the  Crimean test area shows  secular
tendencies  to  moderate  uplift  (>  3  mm/yr;  Fig.  4).  The  northem  and  southern,
lower-situated,  parts  of  the  Crimea  Mountains  show  well-pronounced  block
differentiation.  The  increase  or decrease  in  the  intensity of uplift  in  this  region
can  be  interpreted  (Fig.  5)  as  a  result  of pulsation  mechanism,  characterized
by alternating compression/extension events  (L i 1 i e n b e r g   1985;  L i 1 i e n b e rg
and  Somov   1994).

Measurements  of  1964-1969  revealed  reactivation  of  relative  uplift  up
to   5-7   mm/yr   in   the   axial   part   of  the   mountains.   Leve]Iings   conducted
between  1969 and  1974 registered  the inversion of this trend,  i.e.  subsidence
up  to  5-10  mm/yr;  whereas  in  1974-1977  another  change  of  the  sense  of
movements towards  uplift took place. The principal longitudinal  (Simferopol,
Demerdzha) and transversal (Salgar, Yalta) faults are marked by high-gradient
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Fig.  5.  Cross  profiles  of vertical  movements  of the  Mountain  Crimea  (mm/yr)

Ryc.  5.  Przekroje  pokazujące  pionowe  ruchy w  górach  Krymu  (mm/rok)
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zones  and  play  the  role  of  geodynamic  hinges.  The  pulsation  mechanism
of alternating compression/extension events is manifested by long-term (tens
of years) and short-term variations of the stress field.  Fol]owing the increased
seismicity  in  1984  (255  earthquakes)  at  the  end  of  this  year,  the  re]axation
of stresses  responsible  for  re]ative  extension  was  fixed  by  shortening  of  the
sides  of linear angle  measurements in the micro-test area (Li li e nb e rg  and
Somov   1994).

The  plate  interactions  in  Crimea  are  of very  complicated  character.  The
underplating  resulted  in  a  subdivision  of  the  plate  margins  into  a  number  of
blocks which show both horizontal and vertical motions. Basing on GPS suweys
conducted  at  Simeiz,  the  southem  part  of the  Crimea  mountains  appears  to
be moving towards the NE at 2 m/yr. The central block of the orogen has been
pulled  out  and  up]ifted,  which  is  reflected  in  the  right-lateral  shift  along  the
Salgir transversal fault (up to 3 m according to the results of two cyc]es of both
linear and angular measurements), as well as in the left-lateral movement along
the  Yalta  fault.  Another  resu]t  are  ]ower  rates  of  movements  of  the  western
and  eastern  blocks  (up  to  0.5  m/yr)  and  their  splitting  (Fig.  4).  The  displaced

part  of  the  adjacent  shelf  and  continental  slope,  showing  high  concentration
of seismic  events,  coincides  with  the  central  block.  Long-base  measurements
registered  as wel] genera]  compression  (underthrusting)  along the  Demerdzha
longitudina]  fau]t,  on  the  southern  slope  of the  Crimea  mountains.

CAUCASUS  AND  TRANSCAUCASUS

Recent  geodetic  measurements   supplied  a  wealth   of  new  data  on  the
mechanism and spatial and tempora] variations of the recent geodynamics  of tlie
mountain  systems  of Greater  and  Lesser  Caucasus  and  the  Armenian  Hjghland
(Gerasimov   and  Lilienberg   1984;  Lilienberg   1980,1985,1994;  Lilien-
berg  and  Yashchenko   1991).  Thjs  part  of the Alpine  orogenic belt is  charac-
terized  by the highest intensity,  differentiation and  contrast of vertical movements
(Figs  1,  6,  7).  Their amplitudes  attain  1-2  cm/yr,  ranging  from  1-1.5  to  -1  cm/yr.
The Greater and Lesser Caucasus show constant up]ift up to  1-1.5 cm/yr, whereas
the Armenian Highland and tiie Adzharo-Trialet system are being uplifted at ra[es
of  1  cm/yr and 0.5  crrvyr,  respectively. The Azov,  Kuban,  Terek,  Sulak and  Samur
depressions  in  the  Northern  Caucasus  reveal  subsidence  of  0.5  cm/yr,  and  the
Rioni  and  Lower  Kura intramontane  depressions in the Transcaucasus  are  being
lowered at -1 cm/yr. Differences in rates of vertical motions between the mountains
and  depressions attain  1-2  cm/yr.

A general feature of recent geodynamics of the area in question is the spatia]
regularity of vertical movements, showing strong correlation with the morphostn]c-
tural  subdivision.  Within  both  the  mountains  and  depressions,  Iongitudinal  mor-

phostructural  steps  of differentiated  elevation  and  longitudjna]  blocks,  subdivided
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by high-gradient zones of active faults, can be distinguished. In me Greater Caucasus,
the fo]Iowing transversa] morphostructural blocks of different rates of uplift occur:
Central Caucasus (1-1.5 ciTvyr), Westem Caucasus (up to 0.5 cm/y), Eastem Caucasus
(up  [o  1  cnv}T),  as well as  the  northwestem  (+0.2 -U.l  mrn/yr)  and  southeastem
(4+.  mm/yr)  periclines. A  similar differentiation  can be  found  among  longitudina]
morphostructural   steps:   the   centra]   crysta]line   massif   (1-1.5   cm/yr),   Northem
Caucasus  monocline  (4r]  mm/yr),  Noifli  Yura  depression  (0.4  mm/yr),  Adzharian

gral]en  (7Ę mnvyr), Abkhaz massif (6 mm/yr), Amtke]a ridge  (5 mm/yr), and me
North-Caucasus aiid Kolkhida depressions (1 -3 mm/yr). The same regu]arity charac-
terizes  the  Lesscr Caucasus  and Armenian Highland,  alongside with the  marginal
and  intramontane  depressions  (Lilienberg   1969,1980,1985;  Lilienberg  and
Mattskova    1970;   Lilienberg   and   Yashchenko    1991).   The  gradients   of
displacements  across  faults  subdividing  individual  blocks  change  from  0.1  to  1.0
cm/yr.  Displacements a]ong the most active faults cause breaks of hydro-,  oil- and

gas  pipe]jnes,  ć\s  well  as  of  inigation  and  road  systems.
The spatia] and temporcil variations of both vertical and horizontal movements

are  anothei-  impoilant  feature.  For  a  long  time,  geologists  and  tectonicians  used
to  considcred  recent  movements  to  have  been  inherited  from  neotectonic  and
Quatemaiy  periods.  Data  collected  in  the  Caucasus,  Crimea  and  Balkans  show
that the sense of movements is changeable.  Level]ing surveys crossing the Greater
and  Lesser  Caucasus  htive  revealed  two  closely-spaced  in time  epochs  of move-
ments,  showiTig differen[ sense and subparallel orientation  (Fig. 6). Measurements
conducted  in the  192548 and  1950-68 period showed that the Greater Caucasus
was   subjected   to  intensivc  b]ock-type  uplift  of  1-1.5  cm/yr  which,   during  the
1968rig  and   1973-75  time-span,  was  replaced  by  neutral  movements  or  even
subsidencc  of` the  order of -2  to -3 mm/yr.  Such a trend can be  explained by the
replacement of` transversal compression by transversal extension. Similar regularity
htis  l)ee]i  I`ound  in  the  Crimeci mountains  and  the  Skopje  region.  Two  epochs  of
comrasting  scnse  of recen[  movements  have been detected  by repeated  leve]ling
across  [he  Lesser  Caucasus  (Fig.  6):  subsidence  of -1  cm/yr  during  1911-29  and
1940-53 was  replaced by uplift of 1-1.5 cm/yr in  1940-53 and  1972-74 time-spans.
One  can  conclude  that  [he  orogens  of  the  Greater  and  Lesser  Caucasus  reveal
out-of-phase displacements whereas the Transcaucasian depressions play the role
of  an  hinge.  The  pulsation  mechanism  of  a]temating  compression/extension  is
characterized  by geodynamic  waves  of periods  of  10-15  and  20-30  years  (in  the
Crimea and Balkan regjon 5-7 years). Levelling transects located along tiie foothj]Is
of the Grea[er and  Lesser Caucasiis register geodynamic waves of sublongitudina]
orientation (Fig.  7). In the Fore-Caucasus area, measurements conducted between
1914-3()  ancl   1945-50  registered   moderate  differentiated  movements  which,  in
a period  of 1945-50 and  1970-74, were replaced by block  uplift,  as  a result of the
change  from  extension  to  compression.  The  amplitudes  of disp]acements  attain
0.5-1   cm/yr   (Lilienberg    1992,   1994).   Level]ing   data   collected   in   Hie   Trans-
caucasian rcgion in the periods of 1910-1914 and  1936-37 an(11949-50 and 1974-75
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Fig.  6.  Sublatitudinal  oscillation  and  wave  movements  of different  directions  of the  mountain
systems  of the  Greater and  Lesser  Caucasus

Ryc.  6.  Ruchy oscylacyjne  i  falowe  o  różnym  znaku  na  profilu  szerokościowym
Wielkiego  i  Małego  Kaukazu

reveal geodynamic waves passing from the west to the east,  similarly to those in
the  Skopje  and  Ba]kan  regions;  the  diameter  of morphostructural  blocks  being,
however,  30ti400 km.

The  superposition  of  both  longitudinal  and  trasversal  geodynamic  waves
creates  a  complicated  stress  field  of the  Caucasus  area.  Temporal  changes  of
this  fie]d   coincide  with  those   of  seismic  activity,   abnormal   changes   of  the
Caspian Sea level, as well as the manifestations of exogenic hazards (landslides,
avalanches,  glacier  surges,  mudflows,  etc.;  cf.  Lilienberg   1989,1994).
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Fig.  7.  Submeridional  oscillation  and  wave  movements:  A  -  Skopje  region  (Ba]can  Peninsula),
8 - Transcaucasus,  C - precaucasus and precaspian

Ryc.  7.  Południkowy  obraz  ruchów  oscylacyjnych  i  falowych:  A  -rejon  Skopje  (Półwysep  Bał-
kański),  8  - Zakaukaski,  C  - przedkaukaski  i  przykaspijski
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The  oscillatory character  of vertical  crustal  movements  is  also  manifested  in
corresponding  rhythmicity  of  other  components  of  tec[ogenesis,  namely  in  the
activity  of  mud  volcanism,   seismicity,  and  fluid  dynamics  (Lilienberg   1969,
1980,   1994).   Differentiated   relationships   between  vertical   movements   of  mor-
phostructural blocks and the seismicity is to be noted (A n a n yi n  and L i 1 i e n b e r g
1973;  Lilienberg   1968,1980,1994).  Changes  in  the  direction  of  tilting  of  large
crusta] blocks precede some strong earthquakes.  For instance, basing on measu-
rements   of   1910-14   and   1936/37,   the   Makhachkala-Derbent   b]ock   in  eastem
Daghestan was sharply tilted [o the south,  causing the strong Derbent earthquake
of intensity 9.0  MSKT64  scale,  in  its  southern  side.  In  1936-37  and  1950  the  block
underwent  tilting  in  the  opposite  direction,  resulting  in  the  strong  Shatoy  (NW
slope) and Kasumkent (SE slope) earthquakes in  1966. According to levelling data
collected  between  1930-31   and   1959+50  and   1975,  changes  of  tilt  of  the  Main
Ridge  of the  Centra]  Caucasus  (Fig.  6)  coincided  with  the  disastrous  Chkhaltiaii
earthquake  in  1963,  of intensity  9.0  on  the  MSK+54  scale.  Analogous  changes  of
tilting  of  blocks  located  on  me  nor`hern  slope  of  the  Lesser  Caucasus  (Fig.  6)
separate  phases  of increased  seismicity  in  NW part of Amenia.

Traditionally,   seismologists   attempt   to   connect   focal   mechanisms   of
earthquakes  with  compressional  stresses.  However,  recent  measurements  do
show  that  some  destroying  earthquakes  in  Transcaucasus  appear  to  be  con-
nected  with  phases  of  crustal  extension.  The  catastrophic  Spitak  earthquake
of  1988  coincides  with  the .final  phase  of  extension  registered  by  ]eve]Iing  of
1972-1989,  which  replaced  compression,   dominating  during  the  period  of
1940-53  and  1972-74  (Fig.  8).  This  tendency is  also  proved  by hydrogeological
data  on  oscillations  of the  groundwater  level  in  deep  boreholes  (Li lienberg
and Ya s hc h e n k o  1991).  Deformations recorded in the epicentral area clearly
reflect  the  mobility  of  small  morphostructural  blocks  of this  region  (Fig.  8).

A   more   complicated   pattern   has   been   encountered   in   NW   Georgja.
Repeated  levelling  in  the  period  of  1952-1958  registered  a  northward  tilting  of
the Okriba massif, directed towards the Racha-Lechkhum sutiire graben which
shows  longitudinal  extension  (Fig.  9).  The  graben  axis,  however,  does  also
show some  local  manifestations  of uplift and  compression  (Lilienberg  and
Yashchenko    1991).   This   phase   coincided   with   the   strong   Ambrolaura
earthquake,1940  (intensity  7.0  MSK-64  scale).  Levelling  data  collected  during
1958/59-1968/69  revealed  that  the  trend  of  movements  was  changed  in  such
a  way  that  the  graben  became  influenced  not  only  by  transversal  but  a]so
longitudinal  extension,  resulting  in  genera]  subsidence.  This  period  coincided
with  regional  reactivation  of  seismicity,   c.ulminating  during  the   catastrophic
Racha  earthquake  in  1991   (intensity  9.0  MSK-64  scale).

Geodetic measurements make it possible to resolve some special geological
and geodynamical problems.  For instance,  it has been debated for a long time
whether the  Pyatigorsk lacco]ith mountain system is stable or not. The solution
to this problem may help in prospection for natura] resources, including thermal
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Fig.  8.  Combined  profile  of  the  relationship  of ver[ical  movemen[s,  Iocal  zone  of Spitak
earthquake  1988  and  morphostruc[ural  differen[iation  of Pambak  graben

Ryc.  8.  Złożony  profil  pokazujący  relacje  pomiędzy  ruchami  i)ionowymi,  strefą  trzęsienia  ziemi
w  Spitak w roku  1988  i  zróżnicowaniem  morfostrukturalnym  rowu  Pambak

and  mineral waters  (Lilienberg   1980,1983,1989;  Gerasimov  and  Lilien-
berg   1984).  Repeated  levelling  shows  that  the  laccolith  reveals  weak  (up  to
0.5-1  mm/yr),  differentiated  movements  (Fig.  9).

The  pulsating  seismicity  of  Caucasus  shows  quasi-periodicity  of  50-60,
20-30  and  10-15  years,  which  is  in  agreement with  the  rhythm  of hydro-cli-
matic  processes.   Hence,   the  period  of  intense  seismicity  in   1880-1890  in
the  Carpathian,  Crimean  and  Caucasian  regions  is  reflected  in  the  changes
of  intensity  of vertical  crustal  movements,  as  shown  by  mareographic  data
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Fig.  9.  Combined  profiles  of veriicdl  movements  of:  A -  Pyatigorsk  laccolith  mountains

(Nor[h  Caucasus),  8  -region  of Racha  earthquake  (NW  Georgia)  in  1991
Ryc.  9.  Złożone  profile  pokazujące  pionowe  ruchy:  A -w  górach  lakkolitowych  Piatigorska

(pn.  Kaukaz),  8  -w  rejonie  trzęsienia  ziemi  w  Racha  w  1991  r.  (pn.-zac`h.  Gruzja)

collected  along  the  coast  of  the  Black  Sea  (B]agovolin   €f  Ć]/.1975).  The
large-sca]e  reactivation  of seismicity,  first in the  northern  parts  of the Alpine
orogenic  belt  (Carpathjans,  Crimea,  Caucasus)  and later in the  middle  parts
(NW Turkey,  Transcaucasus,  northern lran, western Turkmenia),  are directly
reflected in the anomalous phases of catastrophic rise and fa]l of the Caspian
Sea  level  (Lilienberg   1989,1994).
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CONCLUSIONS

lnstrumental  measurements  register  high  mobility  of  the  Alpine  belt  of
Southern  Europe,  alongside  with  its  morphostructural  subdivision  and  varia-
tion  in  time.  Differentiation  of  the  stress  field  of  these  orogens  results  from
overlapping   of  several   types   of  movements,   including   plate   interactions,
rotation  of  the   Earth  and  focal   processes.  All  of  them  point  to  pulsation
mechanisms  of altemating  compressional  and  extensional  events,  the  hori-
zontal  motions  playing  the  leading  role.

lns[itute  of  Geography
Russian  Academy  of Sciences
Moscou),109017,  Russia
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STRESZCZENIE

D. A.  Lilienberg

OGÓLNE  TENDENCJE  I  WSPÓŁCZESNE  ZRÓŹNICOWANIE  GEODYNAMICZNE

OROGENU  ALPEJSKIEGO  W  POŁUDNIOWEJ  EUROPIE

lnlensywność,  trendy i wspó]czesne zróżnicowanie  ruchów tek[onicznych w obrębie  młod}'ch

górotworów,  m.iJi.  Kaukazu  i  Krym`i,  s{i  przedmiotem  niniejszej  prac.y  opartej  na  bad:`niach  geo-
(lezyjnych.  Dyskulowany jesl  mechanizm  kolizji  p]yt  i  zmian  rotacy]nych  w  obrębie  skorupy  ziem-
skiej,  a  także  mechanizm  pulsacyjny wy5tępujących  na przemian faz  rozciągania i  kompresji,  k[Óre
się   uwidaczniają  w  przestrzennym  i  czasowym  zróżnicowaniu  ruchów  pionowych  i  poziomych
oraz  sejsmiczności.  Podkreślono występowanie  zgodności  pomiędzy  quasi-periodycznością współ-
czesnych  procesów  endogenicznych  i  egzogenicznych.


